[Sympathetic nervous system and pain--some open questions].
Neuropathic pain syndromes may be treated by intervention at the sympathetic nervous system. The pain in these syndromes is therefore called sympathetically maintained pain (SMP). Typical disorders with a SMP component are complex regional pain syndromes (reflex sympathetic dystrophy and causalgia), traumatic neuralgias and herpes zoster. Open questions are how the efferent sympathetic nervous system is capable of influencing pain sensation and which mechanisms underly the autonomic dysregulation often observed in these syndromes.(1) Somatic afferents that project through the sympathetic trunk do not exist. Therefore, a pure sympathetic block does not block afferent information arising from the affected extremity. What alternatives are possible? Under pathophysiological conditions a functional interaction of efferent sympathetic fibers and afferent nociceptive fibers could be demonstrated in patients and animal studies. The intensity of this coupling varies considerably between individual patients and is not necessary for the diagnosis of the disorder. (2) Sympathetically maintained pain and signs of autonomic dysfunction are independent clinical and pathophysiological phenomena without any causal relation. However, it is possible to treat both the SMP and the autonomic dysfunction with sympathetic blocks.